NANO C22
Technical Specifications
Description
The Bella Nano C22 is our smallest and lightest pizza oven
cart. It is easy to use, incredibly easy to set up and
features a 22”W x 14”D cooking floor and 380 sq. in. oven
capacity — big enough to bake authentic Pizza Napoletana,
hold multiple roasting pans, bake six loaves of bread and
grill multiple steaks plus vegetables. This breakthrough
wood-fired oven heats up in less than 15 minutes and
bakes Pizzas in 2-3 minutes, making it the world’s fastest
pizza oven. And with roughly the same cooking space as a
typical kettle grill, our entry level pizza oven can do it all.
The oven cooking chamber, landing, chimney and door
feature all 304 stainless steel, solid weld construction for
worry-free, rust-free operation and durability, along with
a perfectly proportioned oven opening that is large
enough for you to easily slide your food in and out of the
oven, but still efficient with baking heat. The Nano C22
cooking floor uses authentic ceramic firebrick baking tiles
for great cooking performance. These dense refractory
tiles offer outstanding heat retention and heat transfer for
traditional pizza and bread baking, as well as premium
durability.
The Nano C22 oven cart features all-steel construction
and a gloss black powder coat finish — far more durable
and rust-free than other ovens and grills made using lowgrade stainless steel, aluminum or painted metal
components. The oven has a stainless steel handle and
two locking casters, making it easy put wood-fired baking,
grilling and roasting where you want it.
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NANO C22
Technical Specifications
Usage Characteristics
Cooking Floor: 22”w x 14”d
Oven Landing: 19.5”w x 4”d
Cooking Area: 380 sq. in.
Oven Opening: 16”w x 8”h
Heat Up Time: 10-15 minutes
Cooking Dome Height (from baking floor): 12”
Pizzas at One Time: 1
Loaves of Bread: 6

Oven Dimensions
Width (with handles): 26 1/8”
Width (not including handles): 28 1/2”
Depth (with landing): 18 1/8”
Depth (not including landing): 20”
Height (not including stand or chimney): 16 1/2”
Total Height (including chimney): 69 5/8”
Cooking Floor Height (from ground): 35 5/8”
Chimney Diamer: 3 7/8”

Ordering Information
SKU: PCN22
Includes assembled oven with stand (assembly
required), stainless steel pizza peel, pizza server and pizza
cutting wheel
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